Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>

EO_Young says:
@ ::establishing a link with the other computer::

Jexta says:
@:: Taking a look around.. .. still feel uncomfortable ::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Watching the screen.. behind the Captain's chair.. ::

EO_Young says:
@ Jexta:  Give me a few minutes here...  ::monitoring the progress of the link::

CEO_Danos says:
::sitting at the helm, trying to keep the ship away from those mines, without moving out of range of the AT::

CMOLinard says:
@::looks around watching for and trying to sense anything usual::

CNS_Tyler says:
::on the bridge, watching the AT's progress::

FC_Triton says:
@*Hayden*: Can I have that tachyon burst please, I can not pick up any mines around me without it.

Jexta says:
@Young: Good... in the mean time I'm gonna help Captain Wendyway decloak the base and deactivate the mine.. :: head toward the mine control console.. ::

MO_Morgan says:
::in turbolift on way to the bridge:::

EO_Young says:
@ ::standing in front of the computer's interface::

Jexta says:
@:: approach the console and push a few buttons.. deactivating mine and decloaking base.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Would you configure the system to submit another tachyon burst.

Host AGM_John says:
action:Young establishes link

Host AGM_John says:
Action cloaks drop on base and Mines

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Aye Ma'am.  ::brings up Ensign Young's configuration for the tachyon pulse and fires::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: As Ens. Young continues to access the central computer the whine of multiple transporter beams is heard. Storm troops appear at strategic placements throughout the central cavern.

EO_Young says:
@ Jexta:  Sir...  the link has been established.  ::runs a check on the connection routines::

MO_Morgan says:
::steps onto bridge, looking about uncertainly::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Magnify the scan.  It looks like the cloak has dropped.

Jexta says:
@:; hear beaming.. sound :: Action: Everyone take cover..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: A withering crossfire is set up catching the attack force in a deadly hail of explosions. Seven security personnel are killed in the first wave of fire and others are wounded. Jexta and Wendyway are both knocked unconscious by a near miss. Their lives are saved by the EVA suits which are destroyed along with their com badges in the blast.

EO_Young says:
@ eep.  ::stops abruptly, frozen in place, waiting for them to do something::

CMOLinard says:
@::runs for a bulkhead and hides::

FC_Triton says:
::reads appearance of multiple storm troops in asteroid, begins scanning for ships::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a ship decloaks and moves from its place of concealment behind an asteroid. The mines begin to move towards the Hayden at a much faster speed. Another group of mines begin moving rapidly towards the shuttles

Jexta says:
@:: fall on the ground ::

CEO_Danos says:
::looks back and nods to the medical officer as he hears the TL doors:: CNS: Of course.  ::magnifies viewscreen 10x::

TSavak says:
@::motions for attack force to press the attack well he sees to security his prisoners::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: see console beeping everywhere on the ship.. :: Aloud: What's going on ?? What's happening ??

EO_Young says:
@  ::runs one way, grabbing the linked tricorder, changes his mind and runs back the other way::

TSavak says:
@::heads for Jexta's prone body::

FC_Triton says:
@*Ron/Durundal*: Emergency beam out!

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a force field comes up blocking beaming

TSavak says:
@::slaps a com unit on Jexta's body and then one on Captain Wendyway...then calls for his prinsors to beam to there cell::

FC_Triton says:
@::begins evasive maneuvers and fires on mines::

CMOLinard says:
@::runs to CO's body and pulls it to a safe place::

FC_Triton says:
@*Hayden*: Mission compromised AT unable to beam out. Under attack

CEO_Danos says:
::looks up at the rapidly approaching mines::  Self: no sense in being quiet.  CNS: Course?

EO_Young says:
@ ::slides under some cover, making sure that the tricorder is still functional::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The deadly rain of fire continues there is no hope of rescuing Jexta and Wendyway who are quickly surrounded. The rest of the AT is forced back into the tunnels where they are meet by lesser resistance.

MO_Morgan says:
::approaches CNS_Tyler:: CNS_Tyler: MO_Rhiannon Morgan reporting for duty, Sir

TSavak says:
@::fires on the CMO::

CMOLinard says:
@::runs back through tunnel firing shots behind her::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CNS: I'll be in sickbay.. .. Morgan... come with me.. we're probably gonna need all the help we can get..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Wendyway and Jexta are beamed out

Host AGM_John says:
Action: mines closing on shuttles

EO_Young says:
@ ::in the computer core room, hiding amongst some computer supplies::

FC_Triton says:
@*Ron*: be ready to beam out any crew that make it out of the tunnels

CNS_Tyler says:
::leans forward in her chair::CEO:  Acknowledge Mr. Zaldivar's message.    MO:  Welcome aboard Dr. Morgan.  Dr. Asimov will help you settle in.

TSavak says:
@::see that the mission has been accomplished and grins...the orders his troops to pull back::

MO_Morgan says:
::turns and follows Jexta to sickbay::

TSavak says:
@::has himself beamed to the holding area::

FC_Triton says:
@*Durundal*: help me destroy these mines. if you are in danger try to land

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  We have to destroy the mines that are approaching and get in there to help the shuttles

CEO_Danos says:
::increases velocity on a course away from the approaching mines::  CNS: aye.  *FC_Triton*  Message acknowledged, no use in tachyon burst now though.

FC_Triton says:
@::targets mines and begins firing and evasive::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: enters TL and head toward sickbay.. ::

EO_Young says:
@ ::looks around and curses.  can't find his engineering toolkit nor his phaser::

MO_Morgan says:
::follows Asimov's lead to sickbay::

CEO_Danos says:
::reroutes tactical to flight control and begins locking phasers on the mines::  CNS: ready to fire on your order.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Morgan: Inform the bridge crew that sickbay his ready to receive wounded.. they can beam them directly here..

FC_Triton says:
@*Away Team*: Try to make out of the tunnels the Ron will beam you out!

Host AGM_John says:
Action : a pirate force approaches Ens. Young forcing him from cover towards the tunnels

CNS_Tyler says:
Danos:  Fire at will.

TSavak says:
@::arrives at his headquarters and drops the transporter shields around the tunnels to be dropped::

FC_Triton says:
@<Durundal>: targets and fires at mines moving in on shuttles.

TSavak says:
@::goes to see his 'guest'::

MO_Morgan says:
*Bridge*: Sickbay is ready to receive any wounded..

FC_Triton says:
@<Ron>: tries to circumvent shielding and beam AT out.

Jexta says:
@:: starting to come around.. still feel like a rock hit him.. ::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Understood.  Commencing firing.  ::targets the nearest mines and sets the computer to lock on phasers and fire::

EO_Young says:
@ ::skipping down the tunnel, avoiding the phaser fire behind him::  I've got the tricorder!  I've got the tricorder!  Someone cover me!

CMOLinard says:
@::waits carefully in tunnels thinking of another strategy::

CEO_Danos says:
::presses the "fire" button, just to be sure::

TSavak says:
@::see Jexta in the cell helpless...grins again::

Host AGM_John says:
Action a medic gives Jexta a hypo knocking him out

CNS_Tyler says:
::returns to ops and opens a channel:: *FC* Are  you picking up anything from the officers on the surface

Jexta says:
@<Sec Alan>:: wait for Young and fire on the ceiling.. hoping to make the rocks collapse and block the tunnel behind Young ::

Jexta (PhaserRifle.wav)

CMOLinard says:
@::aims phaser rifle over Eo's shoulder and covers him::

Jexta says:
@<Sec Alan>::Grab EO and help him running ::

Jexta says:
@:: fall back unconscious ::

MO_Morgan says:
::moving about sickbay preparing for injured, following Asimov's lead::

EO_Young says:
@::runs like heck toward the other members of the away team...  looks at Linard and grin impishly::  CMO:  I've got the tricorder.

FC_Triton says:
@*CNS*: I'm real busy with mines right now, shuttle Ron is trying to beam them out but pirates erected a shield

Host AGM_John says:
Action:Shields hold

EO_Young says:
@ ::still panting, checks the tricorder::  All:  We've still got the link established.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Morgan: Prepare medical instrument for operation.. we will need them..

CMOLinard says:
@::nods at EO:: EO; good work....now lets get out of here before we get ourselves killed

CNS_Tyler says:
*FC* Acknowledged

FC_Triton says:
@*Durundal*: try to find the shield generators for the asteroid and destroy them.

CEO_Danos says:
::locks photon torpedoes on the mines::  CNS: Torpedoes locked.  Fire?

MO_Morgan says:
Asimov: Acknowledged, sir

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Yes, Fire!

EO_Young says:
@::sticking with the main body of the remaining away team members::

Jexta says:
@<Sec Alan>::finally get out of the tunnel::

CEO_Danos says:
::fires torpedoes, at the computer's discretion::

MO_Morgan says:
:::starts preparing necessary supplies::

TSavak says:
@::exits the detention area and heads to main operations::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: make sure everything is fully ready.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Mines begin to explode around the Hayden

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: feel the ship rock a little.. ::

FC_Triton says:
@::continues to target mines and continously fires::

MO_Morgan says:
::stumbles but catches self on a biobed::

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:CMO: Sir I think we can call the shuttles now ..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the Storm ship veers toward the shuttles

CEO_Danos says:
::backs the ship away from the exploding mines, trying to avoid being caught in their blast radii::

CMOLinard says:
@Sec: acknowledged

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO: What is the reading on the shields?

TSavak says:
@::points to Goon1::Goon: Bring Jexta to interogation room one

EO_Young says:
@ ::cradles the tricorder protectively::

MO_Morgan says:
::keeps working wondering what she has signed herself on for:::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the Storm ship Fires

FC_Triton says:
@:;targets mines near storm ship hoping they will damage it, begins weaving through asteroids::

TSavak says:
@<goon1>::nods and goes off to fetch Jexta::

EO_Young says:
@ CMO: Are we going to leave the Captain and Jexta behind?

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: shields are at full capacity, shall I set a course to rendezvous with the shuttles?

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:Young: For all we know they could be dead..

TSavak says:
@<goon1>::picks up Jexta and drags him to interogation room one and straps him down to a chair::

FC_Triton says:
@*Ron/Durundal*:Evasive maneuvers now! Ron continue rescue attempt. Durundal if you can't kill the  shield target mines again!

EO_Young says:
@ ::turns to the Security guard::  Hey!  That's a positive attitude.

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO: Plot the course.  Get us in there.

Jexta says:
@:: still unconscious.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Ron explodes

Host AGM_John  (Explode !.wav)

EO_Young says:
@ ::pokes a finger at the security guard::  How can you just leave them there?

TSavak says:
@::double and triple checks the straps holding Jexta down and then gives him a shot::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Aye Ma'am.  ::brings the ship to a course to intercept the shuttles and engages at full impulse::

TSavak says:
@::stands in front of Jexta..and waits for him to awaken::

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:Young: Our orders were very clear.. if the mission is compromise we have to evacuate the area immediately..

FC_Triton says:
@*away team* Kathleen I need a status report!

CMOLinard says:
@EO: We can't....but we can't risk ourselves either

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the storm ship comes back for another pass

Jexta says:
@:: starting to come around.. .. mumbling::.. Alone: Captain.. Young.. Linard.. Kath..

FC_Triton says:
@*Durundal* use your small size better weave though the field!

EO_Young says:
@ Linard:  Aren't you the commander of the away team now?  We can beam the tricorder back to the shuttles and go back for the captain?

CMOLinard says:
@*Triton* Jexta and the captain were captured....seven or our crew are dead.....we just barely made it out alive

TSavak says:
@::slaps Jexta across the face::

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:Young: It would be too much of a risk.. we have to get back to the Hayden first and regroup ::

TSavak says:
@Jexta:wake up fool

CNS_Tyler says:
::watches the screen as the Storm ship circles back:: CEO: are we within range to defend the shuttles

FC_Triton says:
@*Durundal* land that shuttle and get the crew now!

Jexta says:
@:: suddenly comes around.. .. still feel dizzy.. :: TSavak: Where.. where am I..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: as the shuttles descend the Storm ship fire again

FC_Triton says:
@::continues to target mines near storm ship, hoping to keep it from the Durundal::

Jexta says:
@:: feel that he is under restrain.. .. ::

TSavak says:
@Jexta: you been captured...

FC_Triton says:
@::fires::

EO_Young says:
@ :: to SecAlan: And who put you in charge?  it's Linard's call now.  ::pokes a finger at the guard again::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Yes Ma'am.  Shall I evacuate the shuttles or fire on the enemy vessel?

TSavak says:
@Jexta: Do you remember me?::removes hood that been hiding his face::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Good, target that ship... draw it's fire from the shuttles.

Jexta says:
@TSavak: I'm starting to see that.. .. .. :: recognize the man has he remove his hood::  YOU ! 

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:Young: Listen to me young men.. we barely got out of there alive and there is no way I'm going back in without making sure that more people won't get killed..

CEO_Danos says:
::targets the Storm ship's engines and fires phasers::  CNS: Firing now.

TSavak says:
@:;waits for Jexta to finish::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: You are the one.. :: try to brakes the straps.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the storm ship returns fire on the Hayden

MO_Morgan says:
:::feels the ship shake again:::

FC_Triton says:
@:;sees Hayden/cavalry come in and lands the shuttle on the base asteroid::

CMOLinard says:
@All: Ok....the Durundal is landing....lets all get to the shuttle and worry about how to get the captain and Lt. Jexta out later

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: No damage.  Locking torpedoes.  ::locks torpedoes on the Storm ship::

EO_Young says:
@ ::ignores the ignorant guard and listens to Linard::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: You were the one who injected me with that thing.. I don't remember how you did it.. .. but I do remember that you were there..

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:: runs back to the shuttles.. pushing Ensign Young to hurry.. ::

TSavak says:
@Jexta: you will not break the restrains

CNS_Tyler says:
::glances over the damage reports  as they come in::CEO:  Keep firing Ens.  We have to divert their attention from the shuttles.

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Firing torpedoes now.  ::presses the little red "fire" button::

EO_Young says:
@ ::gasps....  stifles a reply and physically removes SecAlan's aide...  moves to the shuttle on his own::

Jexta says:
@:: Tries to break the restrains again..::

TSavak says:
@::slaps Jexta again::

FC_Triton says:
@*Away Team* Durundal and I have landed bay doors are open. please hurry.

MO_Morgan says:
::wonders what kind of casualties are going to arrive:::

TSavak says:
@Jexta: If you do not want to cause the death of Captain Wendyway you had better do as I say

CMOLinard says:
@::motions to AT to Durundal::

Jexta says:
@:: make a small sound .. .. letting the blood coming out of his mouth.. turn back to look at TSavak:: TSavak: She's still alive ?

CEO_Danos says:
::ensures that the full salvo of six torpedoes was specified and prepares to fire another six::

EO_Young says:
@ ::boards the Durundal::

TSavak says:
@Jexta:for now...

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:: board the Durundal after everyone else.. ::

EO_Young says:
@ ::sits down in the corner keeping his anger in::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: It would appear to be a stalemate.  Neither side has incurred damage.

CMOLinard says:
@::waves the team aboard the Durundal:: Sec: In you go Lt.

Jexta says:
@TSavak: And what do you want this time ?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: storm ship try to sweep by the Hayden to get at the shuttles

Jexta says:
@:: see that the chair he's on is not fixed.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::glances over reports for anything on the AT::CEO: As long as we buy some time for the away team...  that's what we are aiming for

CEO_Danos says:
::locks another six torpedoes and simultaneous phasers on the storm ship's engines and fires::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Whatever you do, keep us between them and the shuttles.

TSavak says:
@Jexta: simple I want   Dilithium Crystals,  magnetic constrictors, Phaser rifles and Quantum Torpedoes

FC_Triton says:
@*Durundal* plot an evasive course through the field, do not follow me we need to give them multiple targets

CEO_Danos says:
::casts a glance over his shoulder::  CNS: Agreed.

Host AGM_John says:
::Action The Hurricane performs some impressive evasive maneuvers...

Jexta says:
@TSavak; What.. your friend the Dominion are not supplying enough any more ?

CMOLinard says:
@::looks around to see some of the AT boarding the Snickersne and gets on the Durundal::

TSavak says:
@::walks over to a panel and taps in orders for the Hurricane to break of its attack

CEO_Danos says:
::plots a course to put the Hayden between the shuttles and the Storm ship and continues at full impulse::

TSavak says:
@::slaps Jexta again::

FC_Triton says:
@::lifts off the asteroid and heads out of the asteroid field full impulse full evasive::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the Hurricane breaks off its attack and Cloaks

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a mine explodes against the Hayden's shields

CNS_Tyler says:
*FC* What is the status on the away team?

FC_Triton says:
@*Hayden" we have to meet outside hostile territory we can't risk dropping your shield for us to board.

TSavak says:
@Jexta: that little remark is going to cost you extra....you have 5 minutes to produce the goods are Captain Wendyway dies!

Jexta says:
@:: Let the blood come out of his mouth again.. :: TSavak: How do you want me to give you all this in 5 minutes.. I'm not a Q.. and It's not by remaining in those restrain that I'd be able to help you..

CEO_Danos says:
::grabs the helm console as the deck cants under the explosion::

CMOLinard says:
@*Triton* should we wait in the field until it's safe to board?

CNS_Tyler says:
::feels the ship rock with the explosion::*FC* Acknowledged

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::: feel the ship rock again.. :: Aloud:It seem like we're receiving some damage.. ..

FC_Triton says:
@*Linard*: the field is mined we have to get out first

CMOLinard says:
@*Triton* agreed

TSavak says:
@Jexta:Ah well I let you talk to the Hayden off course but one wrong move and Wendyway is dead

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a mine looms directly in front of the Durundal

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Damage report?

CEO_Danos says:
::reaches a hand up and stabilizes the ship, then uses it to pull himself back up::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: I'd like to see her first.. make sure she's still alive.. and I'd like to see the others too..

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Shields at 70%.  Fortunately, the other ship has broken off.

TSavak says:
@::opens a channel to the Hayden make sure to bounce the signal around enough to prevent a fix::

MO_Morgan says:
Asimov: sure seems like it...  I imagine we should start seeing injuries soon

EO_Young says:
@ ::is thrown abruptly from his little corner and crashes into a number of the other security officers on the Durundal::

FC_Triton says:
@::tries to transport mine in front of Durundal to coordinates behind it::

TSavak says:
@Jexta:what you want thus not matter...you know have four minutes. Do as I say or she dies

TSavak says:
@Com:Hayden:Lt Jexta want to talk to you

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  plot a course out of the asteroid belt.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: see injuries come in.. .. :: Morgan: Take care of this one.. .. I'll take care of the other one..

Jexta says:
@:: Look around.. wondering how he can deal with this.. ::

EO_Young says:
@ ::gets untangled from the mess of arms and legs of the officers::  Sorry bout that....  was just feeling a little jumpy.  ::sits back in his corner::

MO_Morgan says:
::nods::Asimov: Sounds like a plan

CEO_Danos says:
CNS:  Gladly.  ::plots the course and engages, still at full impulse::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Belay that.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: take first patient and began to scan her.. ::

FC_Triton says:
@*Durundal*: Watch your course Durundal. Full evasive and get away from the mines!!!

CMOLinard says:
@::maneuvers shuttle carefully to avoid mine::

MO_Morgan says:
::heads towards injured civilian that just entered sickbay::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: another mine explodes against the Hayden's shields

TSavak says:
@:;checks the dead line as see there are only 4 minutes left and yet the Hayden thus not answer::Jexta: gee I sure hope the ship answers soon

CEO_Danos says:
::brings the ship to a halt and looks quizzically at the CNS::  CNS: orders?

EO_Young says:
@ ::sits back and tries to calm himself::

Jexta says:
@:::.. approach the viewscreen.. .. ::TSavak: If you want them to listen you should stop those mine from exploding first.. it might get their attention..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a shield generator explodes in a shower of sparks

CNS_Tyler says:
Com: TSavak:  This is the Hayden, what about Lt. Lalore?

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Keep us at a safe  distance from the mines.

TSavak says:
@::motions for Jexta to make the arrangements he ordered::

MO_Morgan says:
::grabs civilian to keep them from falling:: Civilian: Lets get you up on this biobed and find out what's wrong

TSavak says:
@Jexta: three minutes

Jexta says:
@TSavak: I'll do my best..

TSavak says:
@::grins as a loud tick tock can be heard in the room::

CEO_Danos says:
::hangs onto the helm so hard he has a feeling he's leaving imprints::  CNS: shields at 25%.

MO_Morgan says:
::scans patient for injuries and starts working on them::

Jexta says:
@COM:Hayden:This is Ltjg Jexta Lalore to the USS Hayden.. my captors have requested that you immediately beam in.. phaser rifles.... eee.. ::turn to TSavak::TSavak: What was it again ?

MO_Morgan says:
::grabs biobed for support and smiles at civilian reassuringly::

CEO_Danos says:
::runs a tachyon scan for more mines and tries to keep the ship away from them with maneuvering thrusters::

TSavak says:
@::glares at Jexta::Jexta: If you do not remember I guess we will have to kill Captain Wendyway

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Plot a course to take us to a safe distance from the mines.

Jexta says:
@TSavak: .. Well.. try to have a perfect memory after being beat up..

CMOLinard says:
@*Triton* we're nearing the edge of the minefield...what's our heading then?

TSavak says:
@Jexta: two minutes

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: trying to keep us clear now Ma'am.  Running continuous tachyon scans.

TSavak says:
@*goon2*: ready the good captain for her execution it seem Lt Jexta and the crew of the hayden want to see her die

Jexta says:
@:: turn to the viewscreen:: COM:Hayden: They have requested for Quantum Torpedoes.. magnetics constructors..

FC_Triton says:
@*Linard* head to these coordinates we will rendezvous with the Hayden once it has dealt with the Storm. Not much else we can do.

EO_Young says:
@ ::perks up:: *Hayden* I do have a link with the Storm's computer systems.  I might be able to deactivate their defensive systems....

Jexta says:
@TSavak: If you have to kill her.. I'd like to be there..

EO_Young says:
@ ::ensures that the link is still active and smiles once seeing that it certainly is::

TSavak says:
@Jexta: oh you well get to watch her slow and painful death on the view screen::

Jexta says:
@<SecAlan>:Young: Why didn't you think of that earlier ? This might save us all.. . !

CMOLinard says:
@::plots heading and waits::

CEO_Danos says:
::answers the com from Young as quietly as possible::  *EO*  By all means, go ahead.

CNS_Tyler says:
*EO*:  See what you can do with it

TSavak says:
@Jexta:unless of course the Hayden complies with my requests

Jexta says:
@::Turn to the viewscreen:: COM:Hayden:He also requested for Dilithium crystals..

EO_Young says:
@ ::shoves his way up to the front of the shuttle and transfers the link to the console in front of him::

CMOLinard says:
@::gets a strange feeling and sits up straight a worried look on her face::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: if you keep bombarding them like that there will be no Hayden left....

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Tricorder is unable to access defensive systems

CNS_Tyler says:
COM:Jexta:  And what kind of time frame are they allowing for this?

EO_Young says:
@ *Hayden* It looks like there is are weaknesses in their magnetic constrictors....  I'm going to try and access that.

TSavak says:
@COM:Hayden:One minute is know left::Grins::

FC_Triton says:
@::decides to cover Durundal. the data it is carrying has to be preserved::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: Let's make a counter offer.. you beam the Captain back to the Hayden and I'll give you the location of the nearest Starfleet storage facility.. it's an easy target..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Link is established

MO_Morgan says:
::works quickly trying to keep up with the steady stream of mildly injured personnel arriving in sickbay:::

CMOLinard says:
@*Triton* I'm sensing danger

EO_Young says:
@ ::accesses a subroutine and attempts to permanently disable all of the mines::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: Beside.. what is the Captain good to you ... you're about to kill her anyway..

TSavak says:
@::slaps Jexta::Jexta: You really would love to see The captain dead...jealous because she beat you out for the post?

FC_Triton says:
@*Heather*: believe it or not I am too, I have plotted a course to escort/defend the Durundal from her on

Host AGM_John says:
<Computer> access denied

CMOLinard says:
@*Triton* No it's not that...it's the captain...she;s in extreme danger

CEO_Danos says:
::speaking in a very quiet voice and moving to a console at the side of the bridge::  *EO* the shield generators on the asteroid are our top priority.

Jexta says:
@:: Look at TSavak:: TSavak: Let her go.. and I will tell you where the location of this facility is.. because the Hayden can't comply to your demand in such short notice.. it's my last offer..

CNS_Tyler says:
COM: TSavak:We would need more time just to locate what you are requesting.

EO_Young says:
@ ::curses....  sticks tongue in cheek and attempts to access the power generation systems... trying to shut them down::

TSavak says:
@::slaps Jexta again::Jexta: Silence

Host AGM_John says:
Action: magnectic constrictors begin to fluctuate in power ....

TSavak says:
@Com:Hayden: I do not want excuses...you want to but more time drop your shields and power down your defensive systems

EO_Young says:
@ :;wiggles his tongue around in his cheek absently as he continues to work::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: Come on.. use your head.. what do you have to loose.. I'm making you an offer you can resist..and you know it.. :: prepare to make his move.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO: Contact Engineering and see the shields are coming along

EO_Young says:
@ *Hayden*  I believe the majority of their power systems are being shut down...  have your transporter systems ready if their shields drop.

CEO_Danos says:
::wishing he were on the AT right now, but too many engineers just get in the way::

Jexta says:
@:: see that TSavak has became more and more impatient.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
*EO*Acknowledged    CEO: have transporters ready

TSavak says:
@Jexta: you time is up::place a split screen up one half the Hayden bridge the other half Captain Wendyway about to be killed::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: Beam the Captain to the Hayden now..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Hayden view screen shows the CO strapped in a chair unconscious

CEO_Danos says:
::checks quickly on the shield repair status but that is the last of his worries::  CNS: Aye.

TSavak says:
@Com:Hayden: time is up...either comply or the captain dies

CNS_Tyler says:
COM: TSavak: We need more time to comply.

TSavak says:
@::lets his hand hover over a button::

EO_Young says:
@ Come on!  ::whacks the console::  Shut off their power grids!

MO_Morgan says:
:::absently brushes a lock of hair out of her face as she leans over to mend a child's broken arm::

Jexta says:
@:: try to look at what seem the communication system on the computer.. ::

TSavak says:
@COM:Tyler: every well you have another 30 minutes....but the captains time is up

CEO_Danos says:
::prepares to drop shields, transport Jexta and the Captain and bring shields back up::

CMOLinard says:
@::glances at the EO::

Jexta says:
@:: look at the crew of the Hayden.. he will miss them.. ::

TSavak says:
@::Push the button to Kill Captain Wendyway

Host AGM_John says:
Action: power readings begin to mount

Jexta says:
@:: Jump on TSavak has he's about to push the button throwing him on the wall.. while he's still on his chair.. ::

EO_Young says:
@ Console:  Oh fer...  you want to be that way eh?

FC_Triton says:
@*Linard*: CMO there is nothing we can do for the Capt. the Hayden and Jexta will save her...::I hope::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a beam forms and the image of Wendyway is incinerated

CNS_Tyler says:
COM: TSavak:  If anything happens to the Captain, there will be no cooperation.

TSavak says:
@COM:Hayden: If you do not want Lt Jexta to suffer the same faith comply with my request in 30 minutes

Host AGM_John says:
   <<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

